Publication of the NIJ CTP Autoloading Pistol Scheme

The NIJ CTP has revised the *NIJ CTP Product Conformity Assessment System – Autoloading Pistol Scheme* document. The previous version of the Scheme document is superseded with the publication of the most current revision as of May 23, 2018. Additionally, NIJ Administrative Clarification CTP 2016:01 is inactive with the publication of the revised Autoloading Pistol Scheme.

Manufacturers who want to submit pistols to the program for evaluation should familiarize themselves with the requirements (NIJ CTP System and Auto Pistol Scheme) by clicking here. In order to begin the process of submitting pistols to the program, manufacturers must first complete the Applicant Agreement, which can be located here.

If you are interested in submitting an autoloading pistol model for compliance testing, please contact the NIJ CTP.

Phone: (800) 248-2742 or (301) 240-7770 (outside of the U.S./International callers).
Fax: (301) 240-6730
Email: BACTP@justnet.org